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The Future Internet of Things (IoT) will connect billions of battery-powered radio-enabled
devices. Some of them may need to communicate with each other and with Internet gate-
ways (border routers) over multi-hop links. While most IoT scenarios assume that for this
purpose devices use energy-efficient IEEE 802.15.4 radios, there are use cases where IEEE
802.11 is preferred despite its potentially higher energy consumption. We extend the IEEE
802.11 power saving mode (PSM), which allows WLAN devices to enter a low-power doze
state to save energy, with a traffic announcement scheme that facilitates multi-hop com-
munication. The scheme propagates traffic announcements along multi-hop paths to
ensure that all intermediate nodes remain awake to receive and forward the pending data
frames with minimum latency. Our simulation results show that the proposed Multi-Hop
PSM (MH-PSM) improves both end-to-end delay and doze time compared to the standard
PSM; therefore, it may optimize WLAN to meet the networking requirements of IoT
devices. MH-PSM is practical and software-implementable since it does not require
changes to the parts of the IEEE 802.11 medium access control that are typically imple-
mented on-chip. We implemented MH-PSM as a part of a WLAN driver for Contiki OS,
which is an operating system for resource-constrained IoT devices, and we demonstrated
its efficiency experimentally.

� 2014 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

Nowadays almost every desktop computer, laptop, tab-
let, and smartphone is connected to the Internet. The
emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT) will provide glo-
bal IP connectivity to a broader variety of devices, such as
entertainment electronics, wearable sport gadgets, home
appliances, and industrial sensors. Some of these devices
are portable, battery-powered, and need to connect wire-
lessly to surrounding devices and Internet gateways. The
wireless communication may significantly contribute to
their overall battery consumption, especially in the case
of constrained embedded devices. Therefore, minimizing
the energy consumption of wireless interfaces and net-
working protocols is one of the prerequisites for the IoT
(see Fig. 1).

Different wireless standards have been proposed for
IoT. Zigbee, which is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard
[1], is often referred to as a wireless technology of choice
for home and building automation, smart metering, and
IoT in general because of its simplicity and energy-effi-
ciency. Z-Wave [2] is another technology that targets sim-
ilar applications and environments with emphasis on
home automation. Both Zigbee and Z-Wave provide mesh-
ing capabilities, which are required by many IoT applica-
tions. Although it does not support meshing, Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE) is also a candidate technology for IoT.
The advantages of BLE are the low energy consumption
802.11
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Fig. 1. Application scenario in which smart radio-enabled toys communi-
cate with decorative lightning (�Disney).
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and the common presence in smartphone radio stacks.
These technologies, however, do not cover the entire spec-
trum of IoT devices and applications. Wi-Fi, which is based
on IEEE 802.11 standard [3], dominates the consumer elec-
tronics segment: Any IoT device that needs to connect to
smartphones, tablets, TVs, set-top boxes, game consoles,
and toys would benefit from Wi-Fi connectivity. Also, some
sensors that operate at high sampling rates, such as those
used in seismic monitoring and imaging, may generate
large amounts of data that cannot be transmitted using
ZigBee due to its limited throughput, but can easily be
transmitted by Wi-Fi. The economy of scale and the possi-
bility of reuse of the existing Wi-Fi infrastructure offer key
cost savings and facilitate faster deployment with Wi-Fi
than with competing technologies. Furtheremore, Wi-Fi
has the advantage of native compatibility with IP, which
is the key enabler for IoT: IP eliminates the need for expen-
sive gateway solutions to connect IoT devices to the Inter-
net. The feasibility of connecting battery powered sensors
to the IoT using commercially available Wi-Fi chips has
been demonstrated in [4]. In [5], the authors share their
experiences of using off-shelf Wi-Fi modules to connect
things to the Web of Things.

One of the key challenges for the use of Wi-Fi in IoT
objects is its energy consumption, which is relatively high
compared to ZigBee. An always-on Wi-Fi interface may
quickly drain the battery of a device. Long battery
recharge/replacement cycles are preferred for cost and
convenience reasons. For example, a survey has shown that
51% of electronic toy consumers are concerned about the
battery replacement costs [6]. There have been some nota-
ble improvements in hardware and many low-power Wi-Fi
chips with energy-efficient radio transceivers have
appeared on the market. The 802.11 MAC protocol, how-
ever, is inherently energy-hungry. One of the major
sources of unnecessary energy consumption in 802.11
MAC is idle listening, which consumes energy even when
there is no traffic in the network — the radio must perform
idle listening continuously in order to detect arriving pack-
ets. The energy consumption of idle listening in 802.11 is
Please cite this article in press as: V. Vukadinovic et al., Enhanced power
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comparable to that of packet transmission and reception
[7]. To alleviate the problem, the 802.11 standard [3] spec-
ifies a Power-Saving Mode (PSM) that allows an idle 802.11
station to transition to a low-power doze state by switch-
ing off its radio transceiver. The role of 802.11 PSM is sim-
ilar to that of Radio Duty Cycling (RDC) in 802.15.4. There
are some notable differences: RDC typically operates below
MAC, directly on top of the 802.15.4 PHY layer. It may
include information from the MAC layer, in which case
MAC and RDC are cross-optimized as in [8], but it can also
be isolated from MAC. With RDC, a radio can be switched
on and then rapidly switched off after a few milliseconds
if no activity is detected on the channel. The 802.11 PSM
is part of the MAC layer management entity. The intervals
in which PSM alternates between doze and awake states
are typically measured in tens and hundreds of millisec-
onds: All 802.11 stations wake up synchronously at the
beginning of a beacon interval, listen for traffic announce-
ments from other stations that have data packets destined
to them, and announce their own data packets (if any) des-
tined to other stations. If a station does not receive any
traffic announcements and it does not have any buffered
packets that need to be transmitted in the current beacon
interval, it returns to the doze state.

The IEEE 802.11 standard specifies the details of PSM
for the infrastructure/BSS mode (Basic Service Set with
an access point) and the ad hoc/IBSS mode (Independent
Basic Service Set without an access point). Since it has been
originally designed for single-hop communication in the
infrastructure mode (from the access point to a station
and vice versa), the PSM performs poorly in the ad hoc
mode, especially in multi-hop networks [9–11]. When a
data frame is forwarded over multiple hops, the PSM
may significantly increase the delivery delay because only
the next-hop station is notified about the pending frame
via traffic announcements, while the stations on subse-
quent hops may remain in the doze state. Therefore, in
each beacon interval the frame is forwarded over a single
hop and has to be buffered before being forwarded further.
Depending on the number of hops, the end-to-end delay
may be long enough to affect time-sensitive applications.
Another problem of PSM is that a station is occasionally
forced to stay awake even though it has no frames to trans-
mit or receive. The reason to stay awake is to respond to
probe requests of devices that are actively scanning the
medium when attempting to discover and join networks.
For example, if there are two stations in an 802.11 ad
hoc network, at least one of them would have to remain
awake at any time, which limits the sleep time to at most
50%. Hence, the 802.11 PSM is not suitable for low-energy
low-latency multi-hop communication, which is a com-
mon requirement for the IoT.

In this paper, we address the problem of increased
frame delays due to PSM in multi-hop ad hoc networks.
We propose a mechanism that wakes up downstream sta-
tions so that data frames can be forwarded over multiple
hops in a single beacon interval. This is achieved by
instructing each station along the path to forward the traf-
fic announcement to its downstream neighbor. The pro-
posed mechanism significantly reduces the end-to-end
delay, especially for bursty traffic where intermediate
saving mode for low-latency communication in multi-hop 802.11
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stations may move to the doze state between two consec-
utive traffic bursts. We also question the 802.11 standard
requirement for a station to stay awake to respond to
probe requests. We describe a mechanism that enables
actively scanning stations to discover an ad hoc network
in which no station is required to stay awake for the entire
duration of the beacon interval. The proposed mechanisms
enhances the standard PSM to what we call Multi-Hop PSM
(MH-PSM). MH-PSM does not prevents stations to inter-
operate with those that employ standard PSM since it does
not alter the state machine, the frame formats, and other
important protocol mechanisms. MH-PSM is also soft-
ware-implementable: It does not require modifications to
the parts of the 802.11 MAC protocol that are usually
implemented on-chip, such as the Carrier Sense Multiple
Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) medium
access protocol. We implemented MH-PSM as a part of
our WLAN driver for the Contiki operating system [12].
The paper provides a practical demonstration that, with
few simple modifications, WLAN ad hoc mode may become
a compelling technology for some IoT applications. A con-
cise version of this paper was published in [13].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides an overview of the standard 802.11 PSM. In
Section 3, we describe MH-PSM and discuss deployment
and standard compatibility issues. The performance of MH-
PSM is evaluated in Section 4 using simulations, and in Sec-
tion 5, we describe our testbed implementation of MH-PSM
and experimental results. Section 6 gives a brief overview
of related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Power-saving mode for 802.11 ad hoc networks

In the standard 802.11 PSM for ad hoc/IBSS networks,
time is divided into periods called beacon intervals. Each
station wakes up at the beginning of a beacon interval
and starts a back-off procedure in an attempt to transmit
a beacon. If a station receives a beacon from another sta-
tion before its back-off timer expires, it cancels the pend-
ing beacon transmission. The Timing Synchronization
Function (TSF) uses the time-stamped beacons to synchro-
nize clocks among stations, to ensure that all stations wake
up at the same time. Following the beacon exchange, each
station stays awake for an ATIM window interval as shown
in Fig. 2. During the ATIM window, stations announce
pending data frames to their neighbors using unicast
Announcement Traffic Indication Messages (ATIMs). ATIMs
are sent using the 802.11 Distributed Coordination Func-
tion (DCF) that operates with a CSMA/CA channel access
procedure. A station that receives an ATIM should respond
with an ACK. Successful exchange of ATIM-ACK packets
Fig. 2. From [13]. The 802.11 PSM div
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between two stations implies that they can now exchange
any pending data frames and thus both should stay awake
until the next beacon interval. Stations that neither send
nor receive any ATIM frame during the ATIM window will
move to the doze state for the rest of the beacon interval.
After the end of an ATIM window, all stations that remain
awake will follow the normal DCF procedure to transmit
and receive data frames.

The described PSM protocol has many drawbacks: It
uses DCF, which may waste scarce battery resources and
bandwidth due to frame collisions and increase the frame
delay due to back-offs. A station that has pending data
frames must estimate if the receiving station is using
PSM. ATIMs should be sent only to stations that are using
PSM. Stations that are not in PSM will not respond with
an ACK, which will trigger undesirable re-transmissions.
The standard however does not specify how to estimate
if a station is using PSM or not. When a station successfully
transmits or receives an ATIM frame during an ATIM win-
dow, it must stay awake during the entire rest of the bea-
con interval. At low loads, this approach results in a higher
energy consumption than necessary. Another shortcoming
is that all stations in an IBSS must use the same fixed ATIM
window size, which is set at the time when the IBSS is cre-
ated, as well as identical beacon intervals. Since the ATIM
window size critically affects the throughput and energy
consumption, the fixed ATIM window does not perform
well in all situations, as shown in [14]. Some of these draw-
backs have been addressed in previous work, which are
discussed in Section 6. This paper, however, addresses
the problem of end-to-end delay on multi-hop paths, as
described in the following.

Consider a typical multi-hop scenario where station A
needs to send a single-frame message to station D using
intermediate stations B and C as relays (Fig. 3). In the first
beacon interval, station A announces the data frame to sta-
tion B using an ATIM. Station B acknowledges the ATIM an
remains awake so that it can receive the data in the period
that follows the ATIM window. Assume that station C has
not received any traffic announcements and, therefore, it
enters the doze state. Since station B is not able to forward
the frame to station C in the current beacon interval, it has
to wait for the start of the next beacon interval to send an
ATIM to station C. Following a successful ATIM-ACK
exchange, the frame is forwarded to C. Station D will
receive the frame in the third beacon interval. The result-
ing increased end-to-end delay may considerably affect
applications with strict latency constraints, which is unde-
sirable. Therefore, enabling PSM in multi-hop ad hoc net-
works must be combined with effective mechanisms for
mitigating its effect on the resulting packet delays.
ides time into beacon intervals.

saving mode for low-latency communication in multi-hop 802.11
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Fig. 3. From [13]. Multi-hop forwarding in standard 802.11 PSM may cause a delay of several beacon intervals.
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3. Enhanced 802.11 PSM for multi-hop communication

In the scenario described above, the data frame sent by
A must be buffered at B before it is relayed to C in the fol-
lowing beacon interval. This could be avoided if there was
a way for B to, upon receiving the ATIM from A, send an
early ATIM to C and D to inform them about the pending
data frame at A. This is what our low-latency multi-hop
PSM (MH-PSM) aims to achieve.

Before introducing MH-PSM, we describe the format of
ATIM frames. An ATIM frame contains a MAC header,
whose structure is common to all management frames as
shown in Fig. 4. The frame body of an ATIM is empty.
The header includes three address fields: Address 1 con-
tains the MAC address of the ATIM receiver. Address 2 con-
tains the MAC address of the ATIM sender. Address 3 may
contain different information depending on the type of the
management frame and network mode (BSS, IBSS, or
mesh). The Address 3 field of ATIM frames contains the
BSSID (BSS identifier) of the IBSS. In case of group-addressed
(i.e., broadcast) ATIMs, the BSSID is used to verify that the
frame originated from a station in the IBSS of which the
receiving station is a member. In case of individually
addressed (i.e., unicast) ATIMs, the BSSID is not used at
the receiver [3].

3.1. Proposed extension: Multi-Hop PSM (MH-PSM)

We propose that, in order to inform all stations along
the path to D about the pending data frame, the station A
writes the MAC address of D into the Address 3 field of
the ATIM frame sent to B. Methods to resolve the MAC
address of D from its IP address are discussed later in this
section. Upon receiving the ATIM, B inspects the Address 3
field to derive the final destination of the data frame
announced by that ATIM. It retrieves the MAC address of
D from the Address 3 field, resolves it to the IP address of
D, and consults the routing table to find out that C is the
next hop on the path to D. Then B creates an ATIM frame
for C with the MAC address of D inside the Address 3 field.
Fig. 4. From [13]. Structure of the ATIM frame. The Address 3 field can be
used for the MAC address of the end destination.
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When C receives the ATIM from B, it uses the same proce-
dure to create an ATIM for D. In this way, a chain of ATIM
transmissions is created along the multi-hop path to wake
up all relays and the destination of the data frame. Follow-
ing the end of the ATIM window, the data frame can be for-
warded end-to-end in the current beacon interval since all
stations on the path are in the awake state. The procedure
is illustrated in Fig. 5. The ATIM chain may not reach the
end destination: It may terminate at the end of the ATIM
window or upon reaching a station that cannot resolve
the MAC address of the destination. In that case, the data
frame will be forwarded as far as the furthest station that
has received the ATIM. Nevertheless, MH-PSM may signif-
icantly decrease the end-to-end delay in lightly-loaded
multi-hop networks because, unlike with the standard
PSM, data frames are forwarded over multiple hops in a
single beacon interval.
3.2. Address 3 resolution

The sending station A needs to write the MAC address of
the destination D into the Address 3 field of the ATIM sent to
B. Therefore, A needs to resolve the MAC address of D from
its IP address. Since the paper targets Internet of Things
(IoT) and smart toy communication scenarios, we assume
that IPv6 is used. The IPv6 protocol suite includes the Neigh-
bor Discovery (ND) protocol [15], which provides address
resolution, next-hop determination, and duplicate address
detection. Address resolution enables stations to determine
MAC addresses of their neighbors given only their IP
addresses. The neighbor solicitation messages, which are
used for address resolution, are sent via multicast. The ND
Fig. 5. From [13]. The proposed multi-hop forwarding mechanism allows
data frames to be forwarded end-to-end in a single beacon interval.

saving mode for low-latency communication in multi-hop 802.11
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protocol is not designed with multi-hop ad hoc networks in
mind. A node in such network is able to broadcast to other
nodes within its radio range, but the communication is
non-transitive. Therefore, a wireless ad hoc network is a
Non-Broadcast Multi-Access (NBMA) structure with gener-
ally no network-wide multicast capabilities. The network
solicitation messages are not forwarded in an IBSS. Hence,
station A is only able to resolve MAC addresses of its imme-
diate neighbors, but not of D, which is multiple hops away.
There are several proposals to extend the capabilities of the
ND protocol to multi-hop ad hoc networks [16] and 6LoW-
PAN (IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Net-
works [17]) in particular [18]. These proposals include
mechanisms for multi-hop Duplicate Address Detection
(DAD), which allows a station to check the uniqueness of
an IP address in an n-hop neighborhood. The multi-hop
DAD can also be used for multi-hop address resolution: Sta-
tion A may initiate multi-hop DAD for the IP address of D.
Upon receiving a DAD request, D will respond with a DAD
confirmation message that contains its MAC address. It this
way, A can resolve the MAC address of D based on its IP
address. Each station maintains a cache of resolved
addresses, which limits the need for network-wide multi-
hop address resolution.

3.3. Backward-compatibility

Backward-compatibility with the standard PSM for IBSS
is ensured since MH-PSM does not violate neither the
frame formats nor the protocol operations. Stations that
implement standard PSM will not check the Address 3 field
of received ATIMs and, therefore, the chain of ATIMs will
terminate at such stations. This diminishes some of the
delay improvements, but otherwise does not prevent or
impair communication.

To better understand how standard PSM and MH-PSM
may coexist, consider a scenario where station A sends
data to station E using B, C, and D as intermediate relays.
Assume that all the stations except station B use MH-
PSM. When B receives an ATIM from A (with E’s MAC
address in the Address 3 field), it will not immediately cre-
ate an ATIM for C: Instead, it will wait for the data packet
to arrive and then, at the beginning of the next beacon
interval, it will create an ATIM for C. This ATIM will not
contain E’s address in its Address 3 field because B runs
standard PSM. Once it receives the ATIM, the MH-PSM-
enabled station C (and all subsequent downstream sta-
tions) will fall back to the standard PSM.

3.4. Support for network-wide broadcasts

As pointed out earlier in this section, in case of broad-
cast ATIMs, the Address 3 field must contain the BSSID,
which is used by the receiver to verify that the frame orig-
inated from a station in the IBSS of which the receiver is a
member. Therefore, it cannot be used to store the MAC
address of the final destination. Broadcast ATIMs are
mostly used to announce link-local broadcasts (e.g., Node
Solicitation messages of the Node Discovery protocol).
Hence, they do not need to be forwarded over multiple
hops since the announced broadcast is aimed at stations
Please cite this article in press as: V. Vukadinovic et al., Enhanced power
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that are one hop away from the sender. However, when
network-wide broadcasts (e.g., Route Request messages of
the AODV routing protocol) are announced, the broadcast
ATIMs should be forwarded over multiple hops to ensure
that all stations in the network remain awake following
the end of the ATIM window. To support such broadcasts
in MH-PSM, there should be a field in the ATIM header
(other than Address 3 field) that a sender could use to
declare if the broadcast ATIM is announcing a link-local
or a network-wide broadcast. A possible solution would
be to amend the 802.11 standard to include a new manage-
ment frame subtype Multihop ATIM (analogous to Multi-
hop Action frames [3]), which would contain an
additional field in the header for this purpose.

3.5. Sleep on Beacon Transmission (SoBT)

We propose an additional mechanism to increase the
doze time of idle stations. The 802.11 standard mandates
that a station that wins the back-off at the beginning of a
beacon interval and subsequently transmits a beacon,
should remain awake until the end of the beacon interval.
This is considered necessary to ensure that the IBSS to
which that station belongs can be discovered by the devices
that employ active scanning. Most portable battery-pow-
ered devices, such as smartphones and tablets, use active
instead of passive scanning to conserve energy. Unlike with
passive scanning, when the scanning device spends sub-
stantial time listening for incoming beacons, with active
scanning the device may wake up for a short period of time,
transmit Probe Requests on different channels, and return
to the doze state. At least one station in the IBSS must reply
with a Probe Response containing the SSID of the IBSS,
which can then be added to the list of known SSIDs. If all sta-
tions in an IBSS move to the doze state, there is no one to
reply to the Probe Requests and, therefore, the IBSS might
be invisible to the devices that employ active scanning.
The probability that a station transmits a beacon increases
as the number of neighbors decreases. Hence, in a small
and/or sparse IBSS network, a station might win beacon
back-offs in many consecutive beacon intervals and is
forced to stay awake even though there is no traffic in the
network. In the following, we discuss how this requirement
of the 802.11 standard can be relaxed in practice.

A device that employs active scanning should repeat the
following procedure for each channel to be scanned (see
[3] for a full description):

(a) Wait until the ProbeDelay time has expired or a
PHYRxStart.indication has been received.

(b) Perform the basic DCF access procedure and send
Probe Request to the broadcast destination address.

(c) Clear and start a ProbeTimer.
(d) If PHY-CCA.indication (busy) has not been detected

before the ProbeTimer reaches MinChannelTime,
then scan the next channel, else when ProbeTimer
reaches MaxChannelTime, process all received Probe
Responses.

Hence, ProbeDelay is the delay prior to transmitting a
Probe Request on a new channel, MinChannelTime and
saving mode for low-latency communication in multi-hop 802.11
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MaxChannelTime are, respectively, the minimum and the
maximum amount of time spent on that channel after
the Probe Request transmission. Assuming that PHYRx-
Start.indication has not been received in (a), the device
spends at least the time interval Tmin ¼ ProbeDelay
þtTXðProbeRequestÞ þMinChannelTime on each channel. If
the device receives a beacon during the interval Tmin, the
SSID advertised in the beacon will be added to the list of
discovered SSIDs. Since Wi-Fi channels in the 2.4 GHz band
are overlapping (which is not the case in the 5 GHz band),
the minimum time that the scanning device spends listen-
ing on a channel may be even longer: While being tuned to
channel i, a Wi-Fi device is able to receive transmissions on
channels [i� k; iþ k], where typically k ¼ 2 or k ¼ 3 in the
2.4 GHz band. Therefore, assuming that neighboring
channels are scanned consecutively, the minimum total
time during which the scanning device is able to receive
transmissions on channel i is Ttot

min ¼ Tmin � ð2kþ 1Þ for
kþ 1 6 i 6 13� k. For channels that are at the edges of
the 2.4 GHz band (e.g., i ¼ 1 and i ¼ 13), Ttot

min ¼ Tmin

�ðkþ 1Þ. In case of non-overlapping channels in the
5 GHz band, Ttot

min ¼ Tmin. Instead of staying awake for the
entire beacon interval to respond to Probe Requests, an idle
station in PSM mode could wake up periodically and trans-
mit what we call intra-beacons. As long as the intra-beacon
interval TIB is shorter than Ttot

min the scanning device will be
able to receive an intra-beacon and discover the IBSS.
Hence, unlike regular beacons that are sent at the begin-
ning of each beacon interval (if the station wins the
back-off), intra-beacons are transmitted during the beacon
interval. The station generates intra-beacons only in bea-
con intervals in which it (i) wins the beacon back-off and
subsequently transmits a regular beacon and (ii) does not
receive or send any ATIM frames during the ATIM window.
If the beacon interval is shorter than Ttot

min there is no need
to transmit intra-beacons because regular beacons are fre-
quent enough to be received by the scanning device. We
call this intra-beaconing mechanism SoBT (Sleep On Bea-
con Transmission). SoBT increases the doze time at the
expense of additional (intra-)beacon transmissions. We
define the SoBT overhead as the average number of intra-
beacons transmitted per beacon interval. It is calculated
as dTBI=TIB � 1e � PSoBT , where TBI is the beacon interval,
TIB is the intra-beacon interval, and PSoBT is the probability
that intra-beacons are transmitted in a beacon interval
(i.e., (i) and (ii) are fullfilled).

We investigated the feasibility of the proposed SoBT
mechanism for cases where scanning devices run Android
and Apple iOS, which today cover more than 90% of the
current smartphone market, according to [19]. An Android
phone may either perform soft-scanning or hard-scanning
depending on whether its Wi-Fi driver implements active
scanning or not. If active scanning is not supported by
the driver, the phone performs so-called soft-scanning,
which is implemented in/net/mac80211/scan.c of the
Android kernel. Otherwise, the hard-scanning is per-
formed. With soft-scanning, an Android phone always
waits for ProbeDelay before it sends a Probe Request on a
new channel regardless if PHYRxStart.indication has been
received or not. This is a departure from the step a) of
the standard scanning procedure.
Please cite this article in press as: V. Vukadinovic et al., Enhanced power
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The ProbeDelay and MinChannelTime are 30 ms each.
Therefore, an Android phone spends Tmin ¼ 60 ms on each
channel, assuming that the time to transmit a Probe Request
tTXðProbeRequestÞ is negligible. The described soft-scanning
procedure is however rarely used because Wi-Fi drivers of
most Android phones implement hard-scanning. We exam-
ined the hard-scanning procedure of a Samsung Galaxy S3
phone, which is equipped with a Broadcom BCM4334 Wi-
Fi chip. The Broadcom’s bcmdhd driver for Android does
not wait for ProbeDelay before sending a Probe Request
on a new channel (step a) of the standard scanning proce-
dure). When the phone is not connected to any Wi-Fi net-
work, the driver scans for new networks by sending two
consecutive Probe Requests and waiting
MinChannelTime ¼ 40 ms for Probe Responses on each
channel. Therefore, the Samsung Galaxy S3 phone (and
any other Android phone whose hard-scanning is per-
formed by the bcmdhd driver) spends Tmin ¼ 40 ms on each
channel, assuming that the time to transmit two consecu-
tive Probe Request is negligible. Apple’s iPhone 5 is
equipped with the same Broadcom BCM4334 Wi-Fi chip
as Samsung Galaxy S3, but the details of the active scanning
procedure are not readily available since the driver source
code is not available. We performed a set of measurements,
which indicate that, when iPhone5 is not connected to any
Wi-Fi network, it scans for new networks by sending one
Probe Request and waiting MinChannelTime ¼ 20 ms for
Probe Responses on each channel. Therefore, Tmin ¼ 20 ms,
assuming that tTXðProbeRequestÞ is negligible.

Our tests with both Samsung Galaxy S3 and iPhone5
have shown that, during active scanning on channel i of
the 2.4 GHz band, the phones are able to receive beacons
on channels [i� 2; iþ 2]. Therefore, in an IBSS that uses
channel i ¼ 1, it is sufficient to transmit intra-beacons
every TIB 6 3Tmin. Hence TIB 6 120 ms and TIB 6 60 ms for
Samsung Galaxy S3 and iPhone5, respectively. In an IBSS
that uses channel 3 6 i 6 11, it is sufficient to transmit
intra-beacons every TIB 6 5Tmin. Hence TIB 6 200 ms and
TIB 6 100 ms for Samsung Galaxy S3 and iPhone5, respec-
tively. We implemented the SoBT scheme in MH-PSM as
described in Section 5. To test the scheme, we created an
IBSS containing a single dozing station whose inter-beac-
oning period TIB was set according to the determined val-
ues. Our tests confirmed that a single scanning round is
sufficient to receive an intra-beacon and, therefore, dis-
cover the IBSS without forcing the station to stay awake
and continuously listen for Probe Requests.1
4. Simulation Results

We extensively evaluated MH-PSM and compared its
performance to standard PSM using simulation. The
performance is measured in terms of end-to-end delay,
doze time ratio, ATIM overhead, and packet delivery ratio,
saving mode for low-latency communication in multi-hop 802.11
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Fig. 6. Simulated network topology with a single flow. The transmission
range is set to 50 m, 100 m, and 150 m in different simulation runs to
produce paths with two, three, and six hops, respectively.
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as defined below. The simulation setup and the results are
described in the following.

End-to-End Delay is the average time required to for-
ward a data frame from a source to its destination over
multiple hops. It is averaged over all successfully delivered
data frames.

Doze Time Ratio is the percentage of beacon intervals
in which a station enters the doze state and it is closely
related with the energy consumption. It is averaged over
all stations that participate in traffic forwarding.

ATIM Overhead is the average number of ATIM frames
sent per one successfully delivered data frame. The relative
ATIM overhead of MH-PSM is the ratio of ATIM overheads
obtained with MH-PSM and standard PSM.

Packet Delivery Ratio is the percentage of data frames
that are successfully delivered to the end destination. A
station may drop a data frame if it exceeds the maximum
number of retransmissions.

4.1. Simulation setup

We implemented and evaluated MH-PSM in Jemula802
[20], which is a Java-based 802.11 protocol simulator. We
consider a network of static regularly spaced 802.11 sta-
tions that are 50 m apart from each other. We assume a
simple unit disk radio propagation model. We varied the
radio range from 50 m to 150 m to influence the number
of hops between source–destination pairs. The beacon
interval and ATIM window size are 200 ms and 20 ms,
respectively, unless stated otherwise. When SoBT is used,
intra-beacons are transmitted every 100 ms. The data traf-
fic is Poisson (exponentially distributed frame interarrival
times) with fixed frame sizes of 500B. The number of traf-
fic flows and mean frame interarrival time are varied to
control the load in the network. We ensured that the dura-
tion of each simulation run is sufficient to make the varia-
tions in time-moving averages insignificant. The main
simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1.

4.2. Performance Results

Consider first the simple single-flow scenario shown in
Fig. 6, where the station on the far left is sending data
frames to the station on the far right over multiple hops.
The radio transmission range is set to 50 m, 100 m, and
150 m in different simulation runs to create paths with
two, three, and six hops, respectively. On average, the sen-
der is generating one frame every 200 ms (k ¼ 5 frames/s).
Table 1
Default simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Channel model Unit disk
IEEE 802.11 PHY mode 6 Mb/s (802.11b)
MAC buffer size 100 frames
Beacon interval TBI 200 ms
Intra-Beacon interval TIB 100 ms (with SoBT)
ATIM window 20 ms
Data frame payload size 500 Bytes
Traffic model Poisson (k), k = 2.5, 5, 10 frames/s
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The results for the average end-to-end frame delay are
shown in Fig. 7 (top). As expected, the delay increases with
the number of hops. For the standard PSM it takes almost N
beacon intervals to forward a frame over N hops. It may
happen that a frame is forwarded over multiple hops in a
single beacon interval: if its next-hop neighbor is awake,
a station may immediately forward the frame to it, without
waiting for the next beacon interval to send a traffic
announcement. In a lightly loaded network, however, it is
likely that the next-hop station is in the doze state, and
therefore, the data frame has to be buffered. The results
show that the delay is significantly shorter for MH-PSM.
Although it slightly increases with the number of hops
(due to processing in intermediate stations and increasing
probability of collisions/retransmissions caused by hidden
stations) the average delay is well below 200 ms, which is
the duration of the beacon interval. As the number of hops
increases from two to six, the percentage of frames that are
forwarded end-to-end within a single beacon interval mar-
ginally deceases from 100% to 99%, whereas for standard
PSM drops from 92% down to zero.

The average doze time ratio is shown in Fig. 7 (middle).
Even without SoBT, MH-PSM significantly increases the
energy efficiency by allowing the stations to move to the
doze state more often than standard PSM. The reason for
this is that MH-PSM prevents excessive buffering of frames
in intermediate stations (the number of frames in the sta-
tion’s queue is lower), which effectively decreases the traf-
fic load and the probability of collisions/retransmissions.
This shows that MH-PSM provides both shorter delay and
lower energy consumption, which is a major improvement
over standard PSM whose parametric adjustments/optimi-
zations may only trade shorter delay for higher energy
consumption and vice versa. When combined with SoBT,
the doze time of MH-PSM surges to 60%. Hence, allowing
stations to sleep after beacon transmissions is very
effective in reducing idle listening.2 Standard PSM forces a
station to stay awake after beacon transmission, which can
be a major source of energy waste, especially in sparse and
in networks with many hidden terminals. Consider our
two-hop scenario (A!B!C): If all the stations could hear
each others transmissions, the probability that an arbitrary
station transmits a beacon would be 1=3. However, since A
and C are hidden from each other, they may both transmit
beacons if their backoff timers expire before the backoff
timer of B. Moreover, if beacon transmissions from A and C
overlap in time, they will collide at B and, therefore, B will
also transmit a beacon. Hence, without SoBT, there is a high
probability that a station has to remain awake because it
2 Note however, that during SoBT intervals, stations may need to wake
up and transmit intra-beacons, which diminishes some of the energy saving
gain.
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Fig. 8. From [13]. Standard PSM requires four Beacon Intervals (BIs) and
six ATIMs to deliver the frames buffered at A and C.

Fig. 7. End-to-end delay, doze time ratio, and ATIM overhead for different
number of hops.
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transmitted a beacon. The SoBT overhead (defined in
Section 3.5) is dTBI=TIB � 1e � PSoBT , where dTBI=TIB � 1e ¼ 1
and the percentage of beacon intervals in which SoBT is
invoked PSoBT is given by the difference between doze time
ratios with and without SoBT. Hence, for 2, 3, and 6 hops
the SoBT overheads are, respectively, 0.39, 0.34, and 0.33
intra-beacons per beacon interval.

In Fig. 7(bottom), we show the ATIM overhead for both
PSM schemes. While the overhead for MH-PSM is compa-
rable to that of standard PSM for the path with two hops,
Please cite this article in press as: V. Vukadinovic et al., Enhanced power
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it is almost 30% lower in the six-hop case. To understand
the reasons for this, consider a five-hop path from station
A to station E via B, C, and D, as shown in Fig. 8. Assume
that one frame is buffered at station A and one at station
C. In the best-case scenario, it will take four beacon inter-
vals and six ATIMs to deliver both frames to the destination
under standard PSM. With MH-PSM however, it will only
one beacon interval and four ATIMs to achieve the same
because it creates a wave of ATIMs that flushes all buffered
frames to the destination, as shown in Fig. 9. There are
however scenarios where the ATIM overhead of MH-PSM
is higher than that of the standard PSM even for paths with
many hops. In standard PSM, a station sends a single ATIM
to its neighbor to announce all data frames that it intends
to forward to this neighbor, regardless of their end destina-
tions. In MH-PSM, the station may send multiple ATIMs
with different Address 3 fields to the neighbor if the
pending data frames have different end destinations. For
example, consider two flows whose eight-hop paths con-
tain a common subset or relays, as shown in Fig. 10. In
MH-PSM, the common relays may need to forward two
ATIMs with different Address 3 fields to their next-hop
neighbors in the same ATIM window. This is not the case
in standard PSM, where only one ATIM is sent. The results
in Fig. 11 show that the ATIM overhead of MH-PSM is 20%
higher. MH-PSM outperforms standard PSM in all other
respects: The end-to-end delay is close to tenfold shorter,
the doze time ratio is slightly higher, and the packet deliv-
ery ratio is significantly improved. Therefore, the relative
ATIM overhead of MH-PSM had no bearing to the key per-
formance metrics.

We next investigate the impact of beacon interval on
the performance of PSM and MH-PSM. The results pre-
sented so far assume a beacon interval of 200 ms. We
changed the interval to 100 ms and 400 ms and repeated
the simulations for the basic scenario shown in Fig. 6 with
the transmission range of 50 m (i.e. six hops). The average
frame interarrival time is 200 ms regardless of the beacon
interval. The results are summarized in Table 2. As
expected, the frame delay for standard PSM increases
linearly with the beacon interval because the time that
frames stay buffered in the intermediate nodes is propor-
tional to the beacon interval. The delay for MH-PSM also
increases, but remains much shorter than for standard
saving mode for low-latency communication in multi-hop 802.11
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Fig. 9. From [13]. MH-PSM requires only one Beacon Interval (BI) and five
ATIMs to deliver the frames buffered at A and C.

Fig. 10. An example of two flows whose paths partially overlap.

Fig. 11. Performance of standard PSM and MH-PSM for the scenario with
two flows whose paths partially overlap (Fig. 10).

Table 2
Performance of standard PSM and MH-PSM for different beacon intervals.
Frame interarrival times is 200 ms. Frames are forwarded over six hops.

BI (ms) Delay (ms) Doze time (%) ATIM overhead

PSM MH-PSM PSM MH-PSM PSM MH-PSM

100 532 51 22 31 + 41 4.55 3.02
200 1047 99 13 26 + 33 3.42 2.45
400 2044 179 8 23 + 30 2.35 1.45

Table 3
Performance of standard PSM and MH-PSM for different frame interarrival
times. Beacon interval is 200 ms. Frames are forwarded over six hops.

IAT (ms) Delay (ms) Doze time (%) ATIM overhead

PSM MH-PSM PSM MH-PSM PSM MH-PSM

10 999 117 7 11 + 17 0.32 0.25
50 997 78 9 19 + 27 1.44 0.81

100 1010 82 9 23 + 30 2.36 1.49
200 1047 99 13 26 + 33 3.42 2.45
400 1094 102 22 31 + 40 4.65 3.55
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PSM. The increase is due to the fact that MH-PSM does not
guarantee that all frames will be delivered end-to-end in a
single beacon interval: Some frames may be buffered along
the path as in the case of standard PSM. The doze time
decreases for both schemes because the number of idle
(with no data traffic) beacon intervals decreases as they
become longer. Another observation is that the packet
delivery ratio of standard PSM decreases significantly for
the longer beacon interval (from close to 100% for 100 ms
to 93% for 400 ms), while for MH-PSM it remains close to
100%: For standard PSM, the number of buffered frames
Please cite this article in press as: V. Vukadinovic et al., Enhanced power
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along the path increases with the duration of the beacon
interval, which effectively increases the traffic load in the
network and the probability of collisions. With MH-PSM,
most frames are delivered end-to-end without buffering
in intermediate nodes.

In the last two simulation scenarios, we vary the aver-
age frame Interarrival Time (IAT) and the number of flows
in the network to evaluate the impact of traffic load on the
performance of MH-PSM. The beacon interval is 200 ms
regardless of the traffic load.

The results presented so far assume an average frame
IAT of 200 ms. We changed the average IAT to 10, 50,
100, and 400 ms and repeated the simulations for the basic
scenario shown in Fig. 6 with the transmission range of
50 m (i.e. six hops). The results are summarized in
Table 3. The frame delay decreases for higher load up to
a certain point (IAT P 50 ms). This is because the doze
time decreases with the traffic load, meaning that frames
are more likely to be forwarded without buffering. In case
of MH-PSM, nearly 100% of frames are transmitted end-to-
end within a single beacon interval for IAT P 50 ms. The
differences in frame delays for different IATs are due to
the initial hold-up at the sender: For the average IAT of
400 ms (twice the beacon interval), it is more likely that
the sender is in the doze state when a frame is passed to
the 802.11 MAC; therefore, the frame has to wait for the
next beacon interval to be transmitted. For average IAT of
100 ms (two frames per beacon interval), many frames
are transmitted immediately since the sender is likely to
be awake due to earlier packer arrivals. For IAT = 10 ms
(20 frames per beacon interval), congestion sets in, frames
start colliding, and we observe an increase in the delay due
to retransmissions. The ATIM overhead decreases for
shorter IATs (higher loads) because it is unnecessary to
send ATIMs for some of the frames: Only one ATIM is sent
per hop per beacon interval regardless of the number of
frames that need to be transmitted in that beacon interval.

We next consider the scenarios with multiple (i.e., 2, 4,
and 8) intersecting flows in a grid topology shown in
Fig. 12. The transmission range is 50 m; therefore, frames
are forwarded over six hops. The results in Table 4 show
that the performance deteriorates with the number of
flows. Transmissions of intersecting nodes are especially
prone to collisions because they are surrounded by four
active/forwarding stations that do not hear each other’s
transmissions (hidden stations). The impact of collisions
on the performances of standard PSM and MH-PSM is
somewhat different: While the frame delay for standard
PSM remains unaffected by the number of flows, the delay
saving mode for low-latency communication in multi-hop 802.11
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Fig. 12. Simulated network topology with 2, 4, and 8 symmetric flows.

Table 4
Performance of standard PSM and MH-PSM for different numbers of flows.
The transmission range is 50 m – frames are forwarded over six hops.
Beacon interval (BI) and frame interarrival time (IAT) are 200 ms.

Num. flows Delay (ms) Doze time (%) PDR (%)

PSM MH-PSM PSM MH-PSM PSM MH-PSM

1 1047 99 14 26 + 33 99 100
2 1048 171 14 18 + 28 83 93
4 1055 253 14 15 + 28 81 90
8 1063 285 12 14 + 20 77 86

Fig. 13. One of the simulated random network topologies with eight
six-hop flows.

Table 5
Performance of standard PSM and MH-PSM for a random topology. The
transmission range is 50 m – frames are forwarded over six hops. Beacon
interval (BI) and frame interarrival time (IAT) are 200 ms.

Delay (ms) Doze time (%) PDR (%)

Mean CoV Mean CoV Mean CoV

PSM 1250 0.062 9 0.074 77 0.039
MH-PSM 526 0.072 11 + 18 0.173 + 0.048 85 0.050
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for MH-PSM increases considerably (yet still remains rela-
tively low). The reason is that collisions in intersecting
nodes may disrupt the cut-through forwarding of data
frames in MH-PSM. In the single-flow scenario, 100% of
frames are forwarded end-to-end in a single beacon inter-
val. For the eight-flow scenario, this percentage drops to
63%. The additional hold-up in intersecting nodes does
not affect the frame delay in standard PSM so significantly
because most frames are anyway forwarded only one hop
per beacon interval.

In addition to the regular grid topology, we considered
(quasi-)random topologies where 40 nodes are uniformly
placed in an 300 � 300 m area, as shown in Fig. 13. The
simulation setup is similar as in the previous scenario:
we consider eight intersecting six-hop flows. To control
the number of hops, we repeatedly generated random
topologies and randomly selected eight source–destination
pairs until paths between all eight pairs were six hops long.
We collected results from 10 simulation runs. The mean
value and the coefficient of variation CoV (standard devia-
tion divided by the mean) over different runs for the delay,
doze time ratio, and PDR are shown in Table 5. The results
show longer delay and lower doze time ratio compared to
the regular grid topology (last row of Table 4) for both
standard PSM and MH-PSM. This is because regular grid
scenario provides better spatial separation between the
flows and, therefore, lower number of collision. MH-PSM,
however, still performs significantly better than the stan-
dard PSM.

Finally, we compare the performances of MH-PSM and
Link-Indexed Statistical traffic Predictor (LISP), another
modification of the standard 802.11 PSM, on the topology
shown in Fig. 12 (eight symmetric flows). LISP [21] reduces
the end-to-end delay on multihop paths by enabling nodes
Please cite this article in press as: V. Vukadinovic et al., Enhanced power
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to establish the correlation between overheard acknowl-
edgments to ATIM frames (ATIM_ACKs) and incoming traf-
fic. The correlation is established when a node overhears
an ATIM ACK packet addressed for some other node in a
beacon interval (BI), and receives an ATIM in the subse-
quent BI. Next time when it overhears an ATIM ACK packet
again, it takes that as an indication of incoming traffic and
herein stays awake through the BI. The node then trans-
mits a pseudo-ATIM_ACK to notify the upstream node of
its willingness to stay awake in the current BI and to notify
downstream nodes to stay awake as well. On the other
hand, if such a conjecture is incorrect and the node
receives no packets in the BI, then it erases the recent his-
tory and learns from scratch. The basic mechanism may
saving mode for low-latency communication in multi-hop 802.11
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not operate correctly in the presence of multiple connec-
tions, as connections may share nodes or links on their
routes, and a node may receive/forward packets from dif-
ferent connections in an interleaving fashion. As a result,
the correlation between traffic indicators and arrivals of
packets for one connection has to be differentiated from
those for other connections. A method by which LISP
accomplishes this task is described in [21].

The results shown in Table 6 show that there is no sig-
nificant difference in the end-to-end delays of MH-PSM
and LISP. This is because the flows are stationary (long-
lived), so the nodes that are participating in frame relaying
soon learn to correlate ATIM_ACKs with incoming traffic.
The doze time ratio is higher with MH-PSM because corre-
lation establishment/learning in LISP is not perfect: it may
happen that nodes stay awake for no reason. The ATIM
overhead of LISP is lower than that of MH-PSM because
the relaying nodes stop sending ATIMs once they establish
the correlation: only the pseudo-ATIM_ACKs are
transmitted.
5. Experimental results

MH-PSM is software-implementable: The parsing and
generation of ATIM frames are not time-critical operations
that have to be implemented on-chip. This enables the
integration of MH-PSM into an 802.11 device driver with-
out modifications of the lower-level MAC operations. Our
experimental MH-PSM implementation is described in
the following.

5.1. MH-PSM implementation

We implemented the proposed MH-PSM as a part of our
WLAN driver module for Contiki [12], an open source oper-
ating system for the Internet of Things. The used hardware
platform consists of an Arduino Due board (Cortex-M3
MCU, 96 KB of SRAM) connected via USB interface to an
802.11n transceiver based on Atheros AR9001U-2NX chip-
set [22], as shown in Fig. 14. The AR9001U-2NX chipset
contains an AR9170 MAC/baseband and an AR9104 (dual-
band 2 � 2) radio chip. Atheros has released the firmware
of AR9170 as open source, which enables us to write the
Contiki WLAN driver. The open source firmware provides
a direct access to the lower-MAC program that runs on
the AR9170 chip, which greatly simplifies driver debug-
ging. The used Contiki driver is partially based on the otus
driver [23], a depreciated Linux driver for Atheros devices
(replaced by the carl9170 driver as of kernel version 2.6).
It is fully integrated with the Contiki’s uIP protocol stack
Table 6
Performance comparison of LISP and MH-PSM. The simulated topology is
shown in Fig. 12 (eight symmetric flows). The transmission range is 50 m –
frames are forwarded over six hops. Beacon interval (BI) and frame
interarrival time (IAT) are 200 ms.

Num. flows Delay (ms) Doze time (%) PDR (%)

LISP MH-PSM LISP MH-PSM LISP MH-PSM

8 299 285 7 + 19 14 + 20 88 86
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for TCP/IP and supports standard PSM and MH-PSM in ad
hoc mode. Our goal was not only to validate MH-PSM,
but to build a flexible open-source platform for experimen-
tation with 802.11 MAC Layer Management Entity (MLME)
algorithms (power saving, beaconing, time synchroniza-
tion, scanning, association, authentication) for future IoT-
ready WLAN-enabled embedded devices.3 While there is
abundance of low-power WLAN modules for embedded
devices (e.g., Roving Networks RN-131C, Gainspan
GS2100M, Texas Instruments CC3000, Broadcom BCM4390,
etc.) and WLAN enabled development boards for IoT applica-
tions (WiSmart EC32Lxx, RTX41xx, Spark Core, Flyport
WLAN, etc.) they are not suitable for experimentation with
802.11 MAC layer management algorithms: Typically, their
proprietary network stack implementations are provided
as binary firmwares and only high-level communication
and configuration APIs are disclosed. Moreover, their stack
implementations often do not support IBSS mode and/or
IPv6.

5.2. Experimental setup

Our experimental setup consists of up to seven WLAN
nodes lined up 10 m apart from each other4 in a
quiet alley at the back of an office building compound, as
shown in Fig. 15. The experiments were run overnight, when
the interference from the neighboring access points was
negligible: WLAN spectrum monitors picked up only control
and management traffic from other networks at those hours.
The transmit power of the nodes was reduced to the mini-
mum of 0dBm, which resulted in the transmission range
of roughly 30 m. Therefore, nodes that were up to three hops
away could still observe and decode each others transmis-
sions. Hence, there were fewer hidden terminals in the
experimental setup than in the simulation setup. The goal
was not to exactly replicate the simulation results, but to
compare MH-PSM and standard PSM in the described exper-
imental setup.

5.3. Performance results

We first consider scenarios with two, three, and six
hops that are created by placing, respectively, three, four,
and seven nodes in a line. The beacon interval and ATIM
window size were set to 200 ms and 20 ms. We used the
same Poisson traffic generator with fixed packet sizes as
in the simulations. The sender (rightmost node in Fig. 15)
generated on average one frame every 200 ms (k ¼ 5
frames per second). For each scenario we performed multi-
ple (typically three to five) runs with 300 packets each. The
results were then averaged over those runs.

The average end-to-end delay, doze time ratio, and
ATIM overhead are shown in Fig. 16. The results follow
the pattern seen in the simulation (Fig. 7). For the standard
PSM it takes almost N beacon intervals to forward a frame
over N hops, while for the MH-PSM the delay is much
shorter. The absolute delays are somewhat higher then in
3 Lower-MAC functions with strict timing constraints, such as DCF, are
implemented on the AR9170 chip.

4 We could not place the nodes further apart due to space constraints.
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Fig. 15. Experimental setup: Seven WLAN nodes lined up 10 m apart from each other. The experiments were run overnight to minimize the interference
from surrounding access points. An LCD screen is connected to each node to monitor the status.

Fig. 14. HW/SW platform for MH-PSM evaluation consists of an Arduino Due board and an Atheros 802.11n transceiver. We ported Contiki OS to the
Arduino Due and implemented WLAN and USB drivers for the Atheros transceiver.
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the simulations because packet generation and processing/
parsing in intermediate nodes takes some time. Our hard-
ware/software platform can be further optimized for this
task. The doze time ratio is still significantly higher with
MH-PSM than with standard PSM. The absolute values
are higher than in the simulations (Fig. 7) because nodes
have more neighbors (e.g., node A is able to hear not only
B, but also C). This reduces the number of beacon intervals
in which a node wins the beacon transmission and, there-
fore, the number of beacon intervals in which the node
must stay awake. Hence, the doze time ratio is higher in
the experiments. For the same reason, the gain of SoBT is
lower, but it is still significant. The SoBT overheads for 2,
3, and 6 hops are, respectively, 0.14, 0.15, and 0.15 intra-
beacons per beacon interval. The ATIM overhead of MH-
PSM is comparable to that of standard PSM in the two-
hop and almost 30% lower in the six-hop case, as predicted
by the simulations. The absolute values are lower than in
simulation because fewer ATIMs had to be retransmitted
due to collisions (there were fewer hidden terminals in
the experiments than in the simulations).

We also measured the performance of PSM and MH-
PSM for different beacon intervals. The results presented
so far assume the beacon interval of 200 ms. We changed
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the interval to 100 ms and 400 ms and repeated the mea-
surements for the six-hop scenario. The average frame
interarrival time is 200 ms regardless of the beacon inter-
val. The results are summarized in Table 7. All our observa-
tions based on the simulation results (Table 7 apply to
measurement results too: While the frame delay increases
linearly with the beacon interval for the standard PSM, it
increases moderately and remains comparably short for
the MH-PSM. Even without SoBT, MH-PSM outperforms
standard PSM in terms of the doze time ratio. As expected,
the doze time decreases with the length of beacon inter-
vals because fewer intervals are idle. The improvement in
terms of ATIM overhead is also significant.

Finally, we varied the average frame Interarrival Time
(IAT) 1=k to evaluate the impact of traffic load in the six-
hop scenario. The beacon interval is 200 ms regardless of
the IAT. The results are summarized in Table 8. With
MH-PSM, close to 80% of frames are transmitted end-to-
end within a single beacon interval regardless of the traffic
load (0% with standard PSM). The slight increase in the
delay for longer IATs is due to the initial hold-up at the
sender, as discussed in Section 4.2. As expected, the doze
time increases when the traffic load decreases (i.e., for
longer IATs). There is a mismatch between experimental
saving mode for low-latency communication in multi-hop 802.11
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Fig. 16. End-to-end delay, doze time ratio, and ATIM overhead for
different number of hops.

Table 7
Performance of standard PSM and MH-PSM for different beacon intervals.
Frame interarrival times is 200 ms. Frames are forwarded over six hops.

BI (ms) Delay (ms) Doze time (%) ATIM overhead

PSM MH-PSM PSM MH-PSM PSM MH-PSM

100 586 125 40 52 + 17 4.11 2.78
200 1249 173 25 42 + 15 3.03 2.18
400 2234 281 19 41 + 15 2.12 1.23

Table 8
Performance of standard PSM and MH-PSM for different frame interarrival
times. Beacon interval is 200 ms. Frames are forwarded over six hops.

IAT (ms) Delay (ms) Doze time (%) ATIM overhead

PSM MH-PSM PSM MH-PSM PSM MH-PSM

100 1226 166 17 37 + 14 1.89 1.32
200 1249 173 25 42 + 15 3.03 2.18
400 1285 185 40 52 + 17 4.11 3.03
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and simulation results (in terms of absolute values, due to
different network setups), but trends, relative perfor-
mance, and conclusions are the same: MH-PSM signifi-
cantly outperforms standard PSM in all scenarios
considered in this paper.
6. Related work

The power saving mode (PSM) of 802.11 has been thor-
oughly investigated in the past. However, vast majority of
Please cite this article in press as: V. Vukadinovic et al., Enhanced power
networks, Ad Hoc Netw. (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.adhoc.2014
proposed improvements targets infrastructure (BSS) net-
works, where data is transmitted over single hop between
an AP and a station [24–30]. The IEEE 802.11ah proposal
[31] defines a low power medium access method that opti-
mizes standard 802.11 PSM for battery-powered devices
used in smart metering and machine-to-machine commu-
nication. However, the optimization also focuses on infra-
structure networks.

A number of solutions have also been proposed to opti-
mize the PSM in IBSS (ad hoc) networks. Some of them
focus on minimizing the duration of idle listening by intro-
ducing mechanisms for early transition to the doze state
[9–11,32,33]. For example, in [9,10], ATIM announcements
are modified to include the number of pending frames to
allow the receiving station to move to the doze state
immediately after it receives the last announced frame
without waiting for the end of the beacon interval. In
[10], the early transition to the doze state is combined with
the dynamic adjustment of the ATIM window duration
based on the traffic conditions in the IBSS in order to tran-
sit to sleep earlier in case of low network traffic. Consider-
ing a low-traffic scenario, [32] proposes a scheme where
the absence of traffic is declared by transmitting a delayed
beacon, so that stations can skip idle listening during the
ATIM window. Similarly, [33] proposes a scheme where
transmitting stations announce their intention of sending
ATIM frames in a short time period at the beginning of
the beacon interval. Stations that do not send or receive
any announcements do not have to stay awake for the
entire ATIM window. The problem of long end-to-end
latency on multi-hop paths is not addressed or evaluated
in these works. Entering the doze state as soon as all
frames announced by the ATIM are received may increase
the latency for frames that arrive to the sender after the
ATIM transmission because they cannot be delivered in
the current beacon interval. Hence, the multi-hop end-to-
end latency may be even worse than that of the standard
802.11 PSM. In [34,35], the authors propose a topology-
aware power-saving algorithm based on the overhearing
of the ATIM frames transmitted by the neighbors. By
saving mode for low-latency communication in multi-hop 802.11
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extracting the source addresses from the received ATIM
acknowledgments, a station can defer from transmitting
ATIMs to stations known to remain awake after the expira-
tion of the ATIM window. This scheme can efficiently
decrease the required ATIM window size in a fully-con-
nected IEEE 802.11 mesh network, but it is less effective
in multi-hop IBSS network topologies. In [36], a modified
802.11 PSM is proposed, where beaconing nodes act as a
centralized schedulers that sends out explicit transmission
ordering information to the neighbors. The beacon trans-
mission is moved to the end of the ATIM window. The
transmission schedule is computed upon receiving the
ATIM announcements information in the ATIM window.
The schedule is then announced via beacon transmission
at the end of the ATIM window. The objective is to avoid
channel contention and maximize the dozing time. In
[37], the authors propose an improvement to standard
802.11 PSM, which addresses the problems of clock syn-
chronization and neighbor discovery. The objective is to
ensure robust performance in the presence of clock drift,
and to provide up-to-date neighbor information to upper
layer protocols (e.g., routing). The problem of long end-
to-end latency on multi-hop paths is not addressed or eval-
uated. The schemes described in [36,37] do not address the
latency problem on multi-hop links. In [38], an optimiza-
tion of the standard 802.11 PSM called SIMPA is proposed.
SIMPA decouples power state transitions from beacon
intervals: Depending on the traffic, a station may transit
to the doze state inside a beacon interval or extent its
active state beyond one beacon interval. Every station
maintains packet arrival history to decide if the active state
should be prolonged. In the case of a high traffic load, sta-
tions will stay awake, which expedites the data delivery on
multi-hop paths. Therefore, even though SIMPA is not
design to minimize latency, it may provide shorter latency
than standard 802.11 if the traffic intensity is high enough.
MH-PSM does not maintain any traffic history and pro-
vides reduced end-to-end latency regardless of the traffic
load, even for sporadic data frames.

The problem of end-to-end latency latency in multi-hop
802.11 networks has been explicitly addressed in several
works. In [39], the authors propose an on-demand power
management algorithm, which is not specifically targeting
802.11 MAC, but it is applicable and demonstrated on an
example of an 802.11 ad hoc network. The scheme inte-
grates routing information from on-demand ad hoc routing
protocols and power management capabilities from the
MAC layer. It judiciously enables and disables the power
saving mode of specific nodes depending on the traffic in
the network. The scheme can be used to reduce the latency
on multi-hop paths by disabling the PSM of the stations
along the path. The scheme may provide better perfor-
mance than MH-PSM, but it is less practical because, unlike
MH-PSM, it requires the knowledge of traffic patterns and
cross-layer coordination. In [11], the latency is reduced by
organizing the IBSS network hierarchically, so that always-
awake master stations create a backbone that relays the
multi-hop traffic between PSM-enabled slave stations.
MH-PSM does not rely on any sort of always-awake mesh
routers, we consider an ad hoc network where every
station is in power save mode. A low-latency routing
Please cite this article in press as: V. Vukadinovic et al., Enhanced power
networks, Ad Hoc Netw. (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.adhoc.2014
algorithm that forwards packets via stations that are
known to be awake in the current beacon interval is pre-
sented in [40]. Our solution operates at the MAC layer, it
is independent of routing, and does not require any a priori
knowledge of the power state of the stations. A history-
based prediction mechanism by which a station infers if
it needs to stay awake to forward incoming packets is
described in [41]. In case of sporadic packet bursts and
short-lived flows, wrong prediction may cause the station
to stay awake for no reason. In [42], the authors propose
a fast flooding algorithm that propagates ATIMs to allow
broadcast packets to travel multiple hops in a single bea-
con interval. Conceptually, this is similar to what we pro-
pose with MH-PSM. However, unlike MH-PSM, the
algorithm in [42] is applicable to broadcast transmissions
only.
7. Conclusions

The Internet of Things will connect not only Zigbee-
enabled devices, such as industrial sensors, but also con-
sumer electronics that typically uses Wi-Fi for network
connectivity. The power saving mechanisms of the IEEE
802.11 MAC have to be optimized to enable low-cost bat-
tery-powered devices to connect to each other ad hoc,
without infrastructure support. In this paper, we proposed
MH-PSM, an extension of the standard IEEE 802.11 PSM
that enables low-latency ad hoc communication over mul-
tiple hops. MH-PSM also increases the doze time ratio of
the devices compared to the standard PSM to further
extend their battery lifetime. MH-PSM is software imple-
mentable since it does not require changes to the lower
MAC. It is also backward-compatible with the standard
PSM, which guarantees interoperability with legacy
devices. We implementing the scheme on an embedded
open source platform and demonstrated its effectiveness
using both simulations and experiments. We are planning
to investigate the interaction of MH-PSM with upper layer
protocols (i.e., RPL/loadNG routing in particular) to further
optimize the IoT communication protocol stack.
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